
 
 

POSITIVE INTERVIEWING BEHAVIOURS  

TO AVOID FUTURE UNIONS
 
Most Front Line Leaders [Supervisors] and 
many in-house HR recruiters have not, 
unfortunately, been trained in interviewing 
skills. This lack of competency opens the door 
for a union organizer to slip in; especially when 
you are hiring a large number of employees in a 
short time frame. 
 
Your most vulnerable areas are: factory floor 
positions, warehouse, food services, 
housekeeping, etc. These are likely the lowest 
paid positions on your payroll; hence they 
potentially have the greatest number of job 
dissatisfiers or the greatest difficulty in finding 
job satisfaction. These jobs are usually routine 
and have no depth or width; and decision making 
is deliberately removed from their jobs because 
of management’s lack of trust concerning their 
abilities. On the other hand, they have a high risk 
in signing a union membership card. 
 
We should keep in mind that the behavioural 
profile of a union organizer and the profile of a 
Front Line Leader are very similar. [I suggest 
that you read Further Resources 11.1; Pg. 464 – 
473, the 5th Ed. of Unions are not Inevitable! ©] 
 
When you think about your Front Line Leader 
and the union organizer’s positions, they both 
require: 
 a need to be good communicators,  

 the ability to influence others to accept their 
point of view, 

 a leadership style that creates followers. 
  
The profiles mentioned above also show a 
potential union member as one who is clearly not 
a problem solver; and, as such, has a preference 
to delegate upwards. This individual can be out-
spoken or have a quiet confident demeanor.  
 
Again, it is their behaviour that will tell the 
story. I can recall, while at a large non-union 
Greenfield site, two employees came to work 
wearing UNION t-shirts. The union was 
signalling the campaign was on and keep your 
hands off these two employees. Management 
then knew it was time to implement their 
strategy. 
 
In addition to not fully understanding a 
behavioural interviewing process, the 
interviewer may be under pressure to hire 
someone (or a group of people) as soon as 
possible. This is when the door flies open and 
the warm-body syndrome takes over. Then hiring 
an unacceptable candidate can more easily 
occur. 
 
Why is this lack of interview training so 
prominent? The answer I hear most often has to 
do with the cost and duration of the training. 
Second, is that “I’m too busy with the other 
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responsibilities”. Third, “I’ve been in HR for ‘X’ 
years - naturally I know how to interview”. 
Whatever the reason[s], these answers can be 
described as ‘short term thinking’ for ‘long term 
pain’.  
 
To not know how to interview will lead an 
interviewer to do most of the talking; or to have 
a social conversation where the interviewer 
makes an employment decision based on feelings 
versus facts. The rule of thumb is talk 20%, and 
listen 80% of the time. 
 
It is during this 80% that the interviewer should: 
 be listening to what is being said,  
 listen to what is not being said, and 
 gauging whether to probe further, or 
 go to the next open-ended question. 
Not being trained in interviewing skills is like an 
MD [medical doctor] not knowing how to use a 
stethoscope, take a blood pressure reading or 
take a patient’s temperature. If you can’t get the 
basics ‘right’, how can HR present itself as a 
professional to assist managers as a ‘business 
partner’? 
 
When interviewing, keep in mind that an 
undercover union organizer will not stand out 
because:  
 he/she will not dress in a particular manner,  
 there will be no predictable mannerisms or  

their physical characteristics will not jump 
out at you.  

 
The union will select these people because of 
how quickly they think on their feet and how 
easy it is for them to blend into your 
organization. Each union, like each employer, 
will select candidates who best fit their 
organization’s Values and culture. 
 
So how can you tell who is a union organizer? 
Resumes or application forms are one area to 
focus on. Look for the obvious and not so 
obvious gaps. For example, if a candidate 
indicates he worked from Jan.10th to Sept.15th for 

the ABC Co. and his next employment begins in 
Dec.1st, then there are about 90 days that are not 
accounted for in an 11 month period. “The devil 
is in the details.” Gaps can also be the year the 
candidate has listed she went to Europe. [In 
certain communities the ‘gap year’ is a 
legitimate term] 
 
Well, did she or did she not go to Europe? Only 
an in-depth interview will lead to the truth. To 
ask the candidate, for example, “Did you go to 
Europe for your ‘gap year’?” This is a closed 
question and you will likely get a simple one 
word answer - ‘yes’ or ‘no’. For illustration 
purposes, the candidate answers: ‘yes’. Now 
let’s turn from a closed question to an open 
question, such a “What did you like most about 
your trip? With an open question there must be 
some narrative to substantiate the answer. 
 
It is the narrative that provides the door to 
further questions. So the next question could be 
“Which country did you enjoy most and why did 
you enjoy it?” While this is transpiring, the 
interviewer is looking for characteristics - did 
the candidate take any risk? Why? Did it have 
successful outcome? In other words, while the 
candidate is telling you his/her story you are 
looking for ‘meaning’. 
 
Think of the interview as a funnel. The largest 
opening is at the top and its smallest opening at 
the bottom. When we probe a candidate for more 
information, we start with a large open question, 
eg: “What do you like about designing digital 
games?” Then comes 2 or 3 questions that 
narrow the focus on the point you really want to 
talk about: “Given what we have discussed in the 
last few minutes, how would you describe your 
skill level at resolving soldering problems?” [In 
other words, is your position too junior for this 
candidate?] If you asked this question first, you 
would have nothing to substantiate the answer 
because you didn’t build-up the conversation and 
it becomes a closed question. If you have 
facilities where the candidate can solder wire to 
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poles and unsolder complex joints….you have a 
great way of seeing her performance/behaviour. 
 
Even using the funnel technique you cannot 
always be certain you have the ‘right’ 
candidate. Tangible evidence is the answer. 
With a trip to Europe, a Custom’s date stamp 
on the candidate’s passport - both arriving in 
Europe and returning to Canada or the U.S. - 
would be sufficient evidence. [Please 
confirm that asking to see a passport is not a 
privacy violation in your jurisdiction.] 
   
Who provides the interview training and 
how it is presented will be a function of the 
vendor you select. From my experience, 
there are two ingredients that must be 
components of any interview training. 
 
First, the learner should have at least two 
opportunities to practice interviewing, where 
the interview is being video-taped. Second, 
the part played by the candidate/applicant 
ideally should be from outside the company. 
I have had great success with final year 
students in business or journalism. They are 
good with words, feelings and are grateful 
for the experience of being interviewed. 
 
The first video-taped interview is preceded 
by some discussion about interviewing, what 
the goals are for the workshop and how 
important it is to provide honest and truthful 
feedback. All the participants [except the 
candidate who is not in the room] receive a 
job description for the position and the 
candidate’s resume. 
 
The candidate is also given the same 
documents but with some obvious 
differences: the dates of employment are 
changed and the education-level achieved 
has been altered. 

 
The interview is set up in a separate 
breakout room. In the room are the two 
people, a table and two chairs. There is also 
a video or camcorder on a tripod facing the 
interviewer/learner. It is timed for 15 
minutes - not enough for a thorough 
interview but enough to get an 
understanding of the interviewer’s approach. 
[If we have 2 or 3 assistants or facilitators, 
we can have 2 or 3 interviews happening at 
the same time]. 
 
Depending on the time available I will ask 
the participants to develop a checklist of 
positive interviewing behaviours. If time is 
tight, I will prepare the checklist in advance. 
This is a critical step; we include such items 
as: 
 How was the candidate welcomed? 
 Was the candidate given an overview of 

the interview process? 
 Was the interviewer confident of his/her 

skills? 
 Was the candidate nervous? 
 Was that a function of the interviewer or 

the candidate’s own personality? 
 Who did most of the talking? 
 Was the interviewer listening to what 

was said and what was meant? 
 Did the interviewer learn about the 

discrepancies between his copy and the 
candidate’s copy of the job description 
and resume?  

NOTE: for a 15 minute interview this 
checklist is sufficient to assess entry skill 
level. 
 
Once the interview has concluded - and 
using the checklist - all the participants view 
the video and critique the interviewer’s 
performance. Ideally, the interviewer will 
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lead the group through the critique. The goal 
is to have the interviewer learn from the 
experience and the feedback from 
colleagues. Also, the next person to proceed 
with their first interview should have learned 
something from the very first interview they 
just critiqued. We now change the job 
description and resume for both the 
interviewer and candidate. 
 
Though not all gaps will indicate that a 
candidate is a union organizer, as an 
interviewer you want to get a very clear 
picture of the background of the candidate. 
Here is a case study [somewhat unusual] that 
shows an example of a candidate who was 
found to be a union organizer:  
 
I was overseeing the hiring of 240 operators 
who would use a variety of factory 
equipment at a new plant. My role was to 
supervise the 10 recruiters who were 
interviewing these operators. One shift was 
especially busy, so I chipped in and did 
some of the interviewing. One candidate 
looked well qualified for the position. 
However, there were 2 and 3 month gaps in 
her 10 year work history. This was an 
immediate concern. All her answers to why 
the gaps happened were very clear and 
covered my questions completely.  
 
Intuitively, I felt that the answers were too 
good. So I probed the last 2 positions with a 
series of “how did you resolve your 
workplace problem” questions; in both cases 
the candidate had avoided doing any 
problem solving and rather than give the 
problems to her supervisors, she gave them 
to her shop steward (a personal friend in 
both cases). 
 

Now I felt that I was talking to a “union 
plant.” I changed the mood of the questions 
and began to talk more informally and 
questioned (with her permission) her family 
background. Did she go to school in the 
region? What work do her siblings do? 
Finally, we discussed the dinner table talk 
when she was at public and high school. 
That is when her father popped up, and he 
was involved with a union. Again, asking 
her permission to pursue this line of 
questioning, I asked which union, and she 
proudly said UNIFOR. I responded with, 
“Are you related to Bill Smith [UNIFOR] 
President, at the time)?” She said he was her 
Dad. The game was up! She knew it and I 
knew it. I asked if her role was “to organize 
this plant?” She said, “Yes, but I guess I 
have to try at another time.” My answer was 
“yes”. We shook hands and she left. 
 
When interviewing a candidate, it is 
important to remember that you are 
concerned about how the candidate actually 
behaves and what they accomplished. What 
the candidate tells you they would do under 
hypothetical circumstances is of little value. 
Instead of using hypothetical examples, ask 
the candidate how they actually handled 
problems in their previous job[s]. Questions 
like:  
 How did you think through the problem -

- what steps did you take?  
 Did you resolve the problem on your 

own? 
 Did you move the problem to someone 

else? 
 Who? Your Front Line leader? Your 

manager? Your shop steward?  
 Why was the problem moved to 

someone else and what was the 
outcome?  
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 How did you feel about not resolving the 
problem yourself? 

  
We ask these specific questions because we 
are looking for answers that will tie the 
candidate to either one who takes self-
responsibility or one who delegates up. It is 
almost genetic that unionized employees will 
not take on any more responsibility than 
outlined in their Collective Agreement.  
 
Please note that there are exceptions: 
medical and nursing professionals, 
educators, etc. 
 
Interviewing is a time to ensure that the 
employee you hire is the best fit for your 
company and its Values. Spending more 
time with detailed questions [funnel 
technique and open ended] will give you a 
better picture of the candidate. Also, it can 
reveal attitudes, personal connections, and 
loyalties that may not be in your company’s 
best interests. It can even reveal a potential 
union organizer! 
 
But don’t rely on your probation period  
to find the union organizer --  
they know that tactic only too well. 
 
 

 


